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The metaverse industry is on an unprecedented track of growth. 
With the blockchain, crypto, NFT, and GameFi industries coming 
to the mainstream, it is touted as the future of the internet. 
Metaverse will be the next big thing in social technology. However, 
the involvement of centralized tech giants in the metaverse is as 
concerning as it is exciting. MetavLaunchpad aims to change this. 
By bringing retail crypto investors to the picture, MetavLaunchpad 
nurtures the decentralized growth of the industry.

Abstract



Powering Blockchain with Metaverse
Artificial Intelligence (AI) Superpower 

MetavLaunchpad is a cutting-edge platform that offers a range of 
innovative features and tools to its users. In our commitment to 
constantly improve and evolve the platform, we have decided to 
integrate AI technology into MetavLaunchpad to bring numerous 
benefits and new features to the platform.

Improved project selection and analysis: AI algorithms can 
analyze projects' viability, potential, and growth prospects, 
providing more accurate and in-depth insights to the 
MetavLaunchpad team for better project selection.

Enhanced security and fraud detection: AI-powered security 
systems can detect and prevent fraudulent activities on the 
platform, ensuring the safety of all users' funds and information.

Predictive trading and market analysis: AI algorithms can analyze 
market trends and predict market movements, providing traders 
with valuable insights to make informed trading decisions.

Personalized user experience: AI algorithms can analyze user 
behavior and preferences, providing a personalized user experience, 
such as recommendations for new NFTs, games, or projects.

Automated token management: AI algorithms can automate token 
management processes, such as staking and rewards distribution, 
freeing up time and resources for the MetavLaunchpad team to 
focus on other important tasks.

By integrating AI technology, MetavLaunchpad can provide a more 
efficient, secure, and personalized platform for its users. The 
AI-powered features will streamline processes, improve 
decision-making, and enhance the overall user experience on the 
platform.



MetavLaunchpad will work at the crossroads of all of these 
technologies. Providing a platform where any promising Metaverse 
project may simply fund its development and bootstrap its 
community. Launchpad for Metaverse projects that aims to 
democratize access to the protocols, products, and services that 
will form the backbone for the next generation of the internet, 
allowing users to become among the earliest pioneers and 
trailblazers in this promising new landscape. The IDOs and IGOs 
on MetavLaunchpad highlights of the platform are diligent listing, 
rug proof mechanisms, fair token allocation, and instant withdrawal. 
MetavLaunchpad will be a safe and secure platform where projects 
and retail investors can contribute to mutual growth.

You can take part in the initiatives that will create the foundation 
and first Metaverse pioneers through MetavLaunchpad. The MVLP 
token can be compared to your key for being a part of the 
Metaverse community. By staking your tokens, you'll gain access 
to a higher tier and all the benefits that come with it, such as 
early access to token launches, generous staking rewards. Two 
of MetavLaunchpad's primary deflationary strategies are a fee on 
all token sales (sell orders) and early unstaking fees.

Our approach to the Metaverse
with MetavLaunchpad



Introducing AI Powered MetavLaunchpad

Token Management: The MVLP token will 
be the source to empower multiple 
products presented to the community and 
to the general public on MetavLaunchpad 
platform. This includes and is not limited to 
the access to Projects sales offered to 
the community, Staking rewards, access 
to farming pools, access to Play to Earn 
Games and the most engaging of all 
Prediction games.

Marketplace: Provides a trading platform 
for digital items from successfully released 
games. It is essential to provide NFT 
owners as much liberty as feasible, as well 
as the choice to sell and realise real-world 
value from their holdings, for the NFT 
ecosystem to thrive. 

Launchpad for Metaverse, Artificial 

Intelligence (AI), Projects: We focus on 
the most growing aspects of  Metaverse 
Projects - IDO & Initial Game Offering 
(IGO).



DeFi Integration: Partnership with leading 
DeFi protocols to offer a wide range of 
DeFi services and experiences.

Rewards Program: Incentivizing users to 
participate and contribute to platform 
growth.

Prediction Games: Our platform also 
brings prediction games, which allow 
users to earn rewards by correctly 
predicting the outcome of events. These 
games are designed to engage users 
and make them more invested in the 
platform, while also providing them with 
the opportunity to earn rewards for their 
participation.



Play to Earn Games: Our platform will 
bring  play to earn games which allow 
users to earn rewards while playing. 
These games are designed to incentivize 
users to continue playing and 
contributing to the growth of the 
platform.

Native & Super Farming: On 
MetavLaunchpad, users can participate in 
farming to earn rewards by holding and 
staking MVLP tokens. The platform offers 
a range of farming opportunities, including 
native farming, where users can earn 
rewards directly from holding MVLP 
tokens, and super farming, where users 
can earn rewards by holding and staking 
other selected tokens in addition to 
MVLP tokens.



Tiers

Different levels of rewards and benefits for holders based on the 
amount of MVLP tokens they hold.
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What MetavLaunchpad Provides?

High Quality Project:
Each project hosted on the platform will be hand-selected and 
vetted by the heavily experienced MetaVLaunchpad team, 
ensuring that only genuinely promising projects with real utility and 
long-term potential receive funding. The bar for entry will be high, 
enforcing a quality over quantity approach to selection.               

Inevitable Growth:
Pre-Programmed token burn function upon early unstaking events 
to entertain healthy token price and volume.



Cheap Transaction:
Launchpad built on layer 2 blockchain solution enabling number of 
transactions with immensely low gas fees.

Fair Allocation System:
No more gas wars. Our prorated system guarantees members 
access to deals and allocation sizing based strictly on how many 
MetavLaunchpad tokens you hold.

PAY NOW

$



Tiny initial market capitalization:
MetavLauchpad will launch with a tiny initial market capitalization 
of just $50,000 . This ensures that the market can move to a 
fair valuation while providing early stakeholders with an 
opportunity to obtain their tier at the best possible entry price.

Full Kyc Integration:
No more 24 hours wait for kyc approval. Kyc systems are very 
fast and need to be done only once to participate in any IDO.



Token Details

Token distribution is designed with a long term focus on 
Community and Ecosystem development. This will enable us to 
perform efficiently as a platform and to attract and encourage 
quality projects and infrastructure to be built on a long term 
basis.

Project

MetaV Launchpad

Ticker

MVLP

Token network

BEP-20

Seed Price

0.05

Private price 

0.065

IDO price 

0.08

Initial market cap

50,000

Total supply

250,000,000



Token Distribution
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Token Release Schedule

Seed:

15% First Month then Linear 12 Months.01

Private:

30% First Month then Linear 7 Months.02

Public:

60% First Month then Linear 4 Months.03

Airdrop:

10% First Month, then Linear Release over 9 Months.04

Liquidity:

15% unlocked at TGE, then linear over 10 months.05

Marketing:

6 months fully locked, then 15% Monthly.06

Team:

1 year fully locked, then 10% Monthly.07

Advisors:

1 year fully locked, then 10% Monthly.08

Reserves:

1 year fully locked, then 10% Monthly.09



Token Utility 
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Summary of our Roadmap: MetavLaunchpad Team will first deliver 
the MVP product by creating the most advanced smart contract, 
building a strong community, Incubation of Project then making the 
token live. 

Roadmap

Smart Contract Development
Staking Mechanism and
Rewards development
Tiers Development
Strategic Partnerships

Social Media Presence  
Venture Partnerships 
Marketing

Team Formation
Concept 
Current Launchpad 
Assessment
Market Research 

AI integration
KYC Integration
Website design
Expanding MetavLaunchpad
Community
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Listing Partnerships 
MetavLaunchpad Live on 
BSC Network 
Token Listing 
Outreach Programs

Private Sale  
Launchpad Partnerships
Marketing Boost 
Public Sale 

Website Launch  V 1.0
Airdrop Campaign 
Launchpad MVP Launch 
Seed Sale 

Website Launch V2.0
Upcoming IDO Projects 
Listings
Staking Deployment
KOL program
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